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“I collaborate with my clients to help them achieve their business
goals. Some of my clients seek a detailed analysis of legal rights of
others so they can have the freedom to operate within a crowded
field. Some wish to create their own set of patent rights to prevent
copying. Others don’t exactly know what they want, and we
work together to implement an Intellectual Property strategy for
competitive advantage.”
Kevin Ross is an experienced patent prosecutor with broad experience in
all types of intellectual property. Start-up companies regularly seek Kevin’s
seasoned counsel in protecting their core IP, while larger companies leverage
Kevin’s international experience to help develop and manage worldwide patent
portfolios. Kevin has helped clients secure patents in the U.S., Canada, Europe,
India, China, Japan, Korea, Russia, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Australia, and
New Zealand. His international patent experience also includes living abroad—
helping Italian companies obtain U.S. patents while also learning procedures and
practice of the European Patent Office.
With regard to U.S. intellectual property matters, Kevin is skilled in all phases
of patent prosecution, including invention harvesting, drafting patents on time
and on budget, appeals, inter partes and ex partes re-examination, reissue, and
post-grant opposition. He has led several patent due diligence investigations and
has drafted numerous freedom to operate, validity, invalidity, infringement, and
non-infringement opinions.

Education
J.D., University of Missouri
School of Law, 1993
 Order of the Barrister
 Dean’s List
 Chair, Student Honor
Committee
Graduate Studies,
University of MissouriColumbia, electrical
engineering, 1996
B.A., Westminster College,
Computer Science, 1988
 President’s Scholar

Bar Admissions
Oregon, 2003
Washington, 1998
U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, 1998

Before entering the field of intellectual property law, Kevin was a computer
application programmer for a Fortune-50 company where he designed and
coded management information tools deployed in over 26 regional offices across
the U.S. His graduate school education in electrical engineering was primarily
focused on circuit design as well as semiconductor physics and methods of
semiconductor fabrication. Since beginning patent practice in 1996, Kevin has
gained significant experience in several technologies, including dynamic, static,
and non-volatile RAM, video compression, accelerometers, medical devices,
computer software, camera lenses, organic LEDs, solar cells, parallel computer
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processing, power supplies, reconfigurable computing, audio noise cancellation, analog-to-digital converters,
oscilloscopes, logic analyzers, and pressurized beer growlers, among others.
In addition to his experience at Miller Nash, Kevin has worked in medium-sized and large IP boutique firms, an
international boutique, and in-house as a director of intellectual property.

Professional Activities
 Oregon Patent Law Association (OPLA)
– Board member, 2021
 Oregon State Bar IP Section
– Board member, 2018-2021
 TechAmerica (formerly TechOregon), member, 2004-2014
– Technology and Intellectual Committee, chair, 2021

Representative Experience
Patents
 Prepared freedom to operate patent opinion to support entry of new business line in excess of $20 million.
 Assisted with successful appeals on behalf of clients at the Patent Trial and Appeal Board.
 Handled successful inter partes patent re-examination resulting in loss of patent rights for client competitor.
 Provided strategic counseling on designing around patented technology.
 Prepared IP budgets for small and emerging companies.
 Largely expanded a client’s patent portfolio that was a significant factor in a $400+ million acquisition.
 Serve as patent counsel to general counsel for companies having no in-house patent counsel.
 Significantly reduced the scope of competitor’s pending patent applications by submitting targeted reference to
the managing patent examiner, anonymously or non-anonymously, depending on the client’s strategy.

Publications
 “Despite Discouraging Reports in Q2, Many Lawyers Secured New Business in Q3,” JD Supra, quoted (Sept.
2020)

Recognition & Honors
 Recognized as a “Notable Practitioner” by Chambers USA in Intellectual Property, 2020
 Selected for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America© in Trademark Law, 2020-present
 Recognized as a “Patent star” by Managing Intellectual Property IP STARS, 2014-present

Personal Activities
In his off hours, Kevin is a soccer coach, soccer player, soccer referee, and a commercial wine-maker. Kevin
incorporated his local school foundation as a 501(c)(3) charity and served as its first president. He has also served
on the board of directors for his homeowner’s association and is the past chair of the Technology and Intellectual
Property committee of TechAmerica.
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